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a b s t r a c t
Given a sequence of n real numbers A = a1, a2, . . . , an and a positive integer k, the Sum
Selection Problem is to find the segment A(i∗, j∗) = ai∗ , ai∗+1, . . . , aj∗ such that the rank
of the sum s(i∗, j∗) = ∑j∗t=i∗ at is k over all n(n−1)2 segments. We present a deterministic
algorithm for this problem that runs inO(n log n) time. The previously best known result for
this problem is a randomized algorithm that runs in expectedO(n log n) time. Applying this
algorithm we can obtain a deterministic algorithm for the k Maximum Sums Problem, i.e.,
the problemof enumerating the k largest sumsegments, that runs inO(n log n+k) time. The
previously best known randomized and deterministic algorithms for the kMaximum Sums
Problem run respectively in expected O(n log n+ k) time and in worst case O(n log2 n+ k)
time.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider a sequence of n real numbers A = a1, a2, . . . , an. A segment A(i, j) = ai, ai+1, . . . , aj is a consecutive
subsequence of A. Given a sequence of n real numbers A, the Maximum Sum Problem is to find the segment A(i∗, j∗) =
ai∗ , ai∗+1, . . . , aj∗ whose sum s(i∗, j∗) = ∑j∗t=i∗ at is the maximum among all possible segments. This problem, also called
Maximum Sum Subsequence Problem, was first introduced by Bentley [7,8] and can be easily solved in O(n) time [8,14].
The two-dimensional counterpart is the Maximum Sum Subarray Problem, which is to find the submatrix of a given
m × n, m ≤ n, matrix of real numbers, the sum of whose entries is the maximum among all O(m2n2) submatrices. The
problem was solved in O(m2n) time [8,14,19]. Tamaki and Tokuyama [21] gave the first sub-cubic time algorithm for this
problemand Takaoka [20] later gave a simplified algorithmachieving sub-cubic time aswell.Many parallel algorithms under
different parallel models of computation were also obtained [3,17–19]. TheMaximum Sum Problem has many applications
in pattern recognition, image processing and data mining [1,13].
A natural generalization of the above Maximum Sum Problem is the k Maximum Sums Problem which is to find the
k segments such that their sums are the k largest over all n(n−1)2 segments. Bae and Takaoka [4] presented an O(kn) time
algorithm for this problem. Bengtsson and Chen [6] gave an O(min{k + n log2 n, n√k}) time algorithm, or O(n log2 n + k)
time in theworst case. Cheng et al. [10] and Bae and Takaoka [5] recently gave anO(n+k log(min{n, k})) time algorithm and
an O((n+ k) log k) time algorithm respectively, which is superior to Bengtsson and Chen’s when k is o(n log n), but both run
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Fig. 1. Given A = a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 = 1,−3, 4,−3, 4, we have S = {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6} = {0, 1,−2, 2,−1, 3}, H = {hi|hi : y = −si, i = 0, 1, . . . , 6}
and V = {vi|vi : y = x− si, i = 0, 1, . . . , 6} respectively. The intersection points shown in dark solid dots are feasible and others are infeasible.
in O(n2 log n) time in the worst case. Lin and Lee [15] recently gave an expected O(n log n+ k) time randomized algorithm
based on a randomized algorithm which finds in expected O(n log n) time the segment whose sum is the kth smallest by
using a random sampling technique, for any given positive integer 1 ≤ k ≤ n(n−1)2 . The latter problem is referred to as the
Sum Selection Problem. In this paper we will give a deterministic O(n log n+ k) time algorithm for the k Maximum Sums
Problem based on a deterministic O(n log n) time algorithm for the Sum Selection Problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a deterministic algorithm for the Sum Selection Problem.
Section 3 gives a deterministic algorithm for the k Maximum Sums Problem. Section 4 gives some conclusion.
2. Algorithm for Sum Selection Problem
We define the rank r(x, P) of an element x in a set P ⊆ R of real numbers to be the number of elements in P no
greater than x, i.e. r(x, P) = |{y|y ∈ P, y ≤ x}|. Given a sequence A of real numbers a1, a2, . . . , an, and a positive integer
1 ≤ k ≤ n(n−1)2 , the Sum Selection Problem is to find the segment A(i∗, j∗) over all n(n−1)2 segments such that the rank of
the sum s(i∗, j∗) = ∑j∗t=i∗ at in the set of possible subsequence sums is k. That is, we would like to find s∗ = s(i∗, j∗) for
some i∗ < j∗ such that r(s∗, P) = kwhere P = {s(i, j)|s(i, j) =∑jt=i at , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n}.
We will transform the Sum Selection Problem into an intersection selection problem in a line arrangement in O(n)
time as follows. We first define the set S = {s0, s1, . . . , sn}, where each si = ∑it=1 at , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is the prefix sum
of sequence A, and s0 = 0. We then define a line arrangement A(H ∪ V ) in the plane, consisting of two sets of lines
H = {hi|hi : y = −si, i = 0, 1, . . . , n} and V = {vi|vi : y = x − si, i = 0, 1, . . . , n}. For any two lines hi ∈ H and
vj ∈ V , they intersect at the point pij = (xij, yij) with abscissa xij = sj − si. Therefore, the abscissa of the intersection point
of any two lines hi ∈ H and vj ∈ V for i < j is equal to the sum s(i + 1, j) of the segment A(i + 1, j). We say that an
intersection point of two lines hi ∈ H and vj ∈ V is feasible if i < j, and infeasible, otherwise. Note that there are totally
n2 intersection points in the line arrangementA(H ∪ V ), in which n(n−1)2 of them are feasible, and n(n+1)2 are infeasible. An
example of the line arrangementA(H∪V ) is shown in Fig. 1. Let Xf denote the set of abscissae of feasible intersection points,
i.e., Xf = {xij|pij = (xij, yij) is a feasible intersection point of A(H ∪ V )}. The Sum Selection Problem is equivalent to the
following intersection selection problem.
Given a line arrangement A(H ∪ V ) in R2, H = {h0, h1, . . . , hn} and V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn}, where hi : y = −si and
vj : y = x− sj, and an integer k > 0, find the feasible intersection point pi∗j∗ = (xi∗j∗ , yi∗j∗) such that r(xi∗j∗ , Xf ) = k.
Given a set of n lines in the plane and an integer k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n(n−1)2 , the well-known dual problem of the Slope
Selection Problem1 in computational geometry is to find the intersection point whose x-coordinate is the kth smallest
among all intersection points of these n lines. Cole et al. [11] developed an approximate counting scheme combining the
AKS sorting network and parametric search to obtain an optimal O(n log n) algorithm for this problem. Brönnimann and
Chazelle [9] modified their approximate counting scheme combining ε-net to obtain yet another optimal algorithm for
this problem. The Sum Selection Problem can be viewed as a variant of the Slope Selection Problem. Since we do not
know how many infeasible intersection points of A(H ∪ V ) are to the left of the kth feasible intersection point, and thus
we do not know the actual rank of the kth feasible intersection point in the set of all intersection points of A(H ∪ V ).
The actual rank of the kth feasible intersection point may lie between k and k+ n(n+1)2 in the set of all intersection points of
A(H∪V ). Therefore,we cannot solve the SumSelection Problem by fixing some specific rank anddirectly applying the slope
selection algorithms [9,11]. We will give a deterministic algorithm for this problem that runs in O(n log n) time combining
the parametric search technique of Megiddo [16], AKS sorting network [2] and a new approximate counting scheme. This
new approximate counting scheme can be thought of as a generalization of the approximate counting schemes developed
1 Given a set of n points in the plane and an integer k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n(n−1)2 , the slope selection problem is to select the pair of points determining the line
with the kth smallest slope.
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by Cole et al. [11] and Brönnimann and Chazelle [9]. In the following, we will omit H ∪ V in the notation A(H ∪ V ) and
simply useA to refer to the line arrangement.
Given a vertical line v : x = s, the number of intersection points of A on the line v at x = s or to its left is denoted
I(s) and the number of feasible intersection points is denoted If (s). The vertical order of the intersections of the line v at
x = s and the line arrangementA defines a permutation pi(s) of H ∪ V at swith pi(−∞) being the identity permutation. An
example of pi(s) = (h5, h3, h1, v5, h0, v3, h4, v1, h2, v0, v4, v2) and pi(−∞) = (v5, v3, v1, v0, v4, v2, h5, h3 , h1, h0, h4, h2)
is shown in Fig. 1. An inversion of a permutation (p1, p2, . . . , pn) of the identity permutation (1, 2, . . . , n) is a pair of indices
i < j with pi > pj. It is easy to see that the number of inversions, denoted by I(pi(s)), of a permutation pi(s) is exactly I(s).
Similarly, the number of feasible inversions, denoted by If (pi(s)), of pi(s) is If (s). Therefore, the Sum Selection Problem is
also equivalent to finding some s∗ such that If (pi(s∗)) = k.
The problem of finding s∗ can be viewed as an unusual sorting problem attempting to sort the set of lines H ∪ V at
x = s∗ without knowing the value of s∗, i.e. to sort h0(s∗), v0(s∗), h1(s∗), v1(s∗), . . . , hn(s∗), vn(s∗) in vertical order without
knowing the value of s∗. We know that this sorting problem may be achieved in O(n log n) comparisons. In particular, the
comparisons of the forms ‘‘hi(s∗) ≤ hj(s∗)’’ and ‘‘vi(s∗) ≤ vj(s∗)’’ can be solved in O(n log n) time by any usual optimal
sorting algorithm, since the ordering of hi’s, which is identical to that of vj’s, is independent of s∗. However, the comparison
of the form ‘‘hi(s∗) ≤ vj(s∗)’’, can be answered by a counting subroutine (Lemma 1) which, given any vertical line x = s,
can quickly compute If (s), the number of feasible intersection points ofA that lie on it or to its left in O(n log n) time. That
is, we first find xij, the x-coordinate of intersection point of hi and vj in constant time and call the counting subroutine with
s` = −∞ and sr = xij. If the return value of the subroutine is less than or equal to k, we get s∗ ≥ xij and hi(s∗) ≤ vj(s∗).
Otherwise we get s∗ < xij and hi(s∗) > vj(s∗). After solving the unusual sorting problem we can obtain the permutation
pi(s∗)without knowing the value of s∗, and obtain s∗ = max{xpi(s∗)[i]pi(s∗)[i+1]}.
Lemma 1 ([15], Lemma 2). Given a sequence A of n real numbers a1, a2, . . . , an and two real numbers s`, sr with s` ≤ sr , it takes
O(n) space and O(n log n) time to count the total number of segments A(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, among all n(n−1)2 segments such that
their sums s(i, j) satisfy s` ≤ s(i, j) ≤ sr .
We now describe how to solve the unusual sorting problem. We will use the parametric search approach running a
sequential simulation of a generic parallel sorting algorithm, which attempts to sort the arrangement of lines at x = s∗,
where s∗ is the x-coordinate of the desired kth leftmost feasible intersection point, without knowing the value of s∗. A
naive algorithm is to use a parallel sorting algorithm of depth O(log n) and O(n) processors developed by Ajtai, Komlós, and
Szemerédi [2], and at each parallel stepwemay perform n2 comparisons between pairs of lines. Since each comparison can be
solved in O(n log n) time and O(n) space following Lemma 1, it takes O(n2 log n) time at each parallel step, and O(n2 log2 n)
time overall.
However, we can improve it by the following slightly complicated algorithm. That is, we compute the median xm of the
x-coordinates of all the intersection points of these n2 pairs of lines in each parallel step, and call the counting subroutine
with s` = −∞ and sr = xm, which can answer half of the comparisons in O(n log n) time. For the n4 unresolved comparisons
at the same step, we again find themedian x′m among these
n
4 x-coordinates and call the counting subroutine with s` = −∞
and sr = x′m, which can answer half of these n4 unresolved comparisons in O(n log n) time. Repeating the above binary search
processO(log n) timeswe can answer all n2 comparisons inO(n log
2 n) time in each parallel step.We thus obtain an algorithm
that runs in O(n log3 n) time.
We can further improve O(n log3 n) to O(n log2 n) by using a well-known technique due to Cole [12] as follows. Instead of
invoking O(log n) counting subroutine calls at each parallel step to resolve all comparisons at this step, we call the counting
subroutine only a constant number of times. Although this does not resolve all comparisons of this parallel step, but it does
resolve a large fraction of them. All the unresolved comparisons at this stepwill be deferred to the next parallel step. Suppose
that each of the unresolved comparisons can affect only a constant number of comparisons executed at the next parallel step.
Each parallel step is now a mixture of many parallel steps. Cole shows that if it is implemented carefully by assigning an
appropriate time-dependent weight to each unresolved comparison and choosing the weighted median at each step of the
binary search, the number of the parallel steps of the algorithm increases only by an additive O(log n) steps. Since each of
these steps uses only a constant number of counting subroutine calls, the whole running time improves to O(n log2 n).
The final step to improve the sumselection algorithm fromO(n log2 n) toO(n log n) is to develop an approximate counting
scheme. Note that the expensive counting subroutine, Lemma 1, can be used not only to find If (s) for each s given by the
sorting network but also to determine the relative ordering of s and s∗ in O(n log n) time.
Instead of invoking the expensive counting subroutines O(log n) times, we shall develop an approximate counting
scheme, that counts the number of feasible inversions of desired permutations only approximately, with an error that
gets smaller and smaller as we get closer to the desired s∗. The idea of the approximate counting scheme is to use an
approximation algorithm to approximate If (pi(s)) in O(n) time for each s chosen by the sorting network. If the error of
If (pi(s)) for the approximation algorithm is small enough, then we can decide the relative ordering of s and s∗ directly.
Otherwise, we will refine the approximation until we can decide the relative ordering of s and s∗. It turns out that an
amortized O(n log n) extra time is sufficient to refine approximations throughout the entire course of the algorithm.
Wewill modify the approximate counting scheme presented in [9,11] for solving the slope selection problem.We define
anm-block left-compatible permutation pil(s) of pi(s) and anm-block right-compatible permutation pir(s) of pi(s) as follows:
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Fig. 2. The sum selection algorithm maintains an interval (sl, sr ) containing s∗ satisfying invariant conditions (I1) and (I2).
The permutation pi(s) will be partitioned into a collection of at most 2n/m blocks, each containing at most m lines con-
secutive in pi(s). For any two lines hi, hj in H , we say that hi < hj if −si < −sj. Let (σ(0), σ (1), . . . , σ (n)) denote the
permutation of {0, 1, . . . , n} such that hσ(0), hσ(1), . . . , hσ(n) are in ascending vertical order, i.e. hσ(0) < hσ(1) < · · · < hσ(n).
We define S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sq}, nm ≤ q ≤ 2nm , to be an m-block of H at s, each of St containing between m/2 and m
elements of H , such that it has the property that if ha ∈ Si, hb ∈ Sj and i < j, then ha < hb. Let l(St) be the small-
est element in St for each t , and l(Sq+1) = ∞. We also define T = {T0, T1, . . . , Tq} to be an m-block of V at s, where
Tt = {vj ∈ V |l(St) ≤ vj(s) < l(St+1)}. We then define pil(s) = (T ′0, S ′0, T ′1, S ′1, . . . , T ′q, S ′q) is an m-block left-compatible
permutation pi(s) and pir(s) = (S ′0, T ′0, S ′1, T ′1, . . . , S ′q, T ′q) is an m-block right-compatible permutation of pi(s), where S ′i and
T ′i are each an ordered set of Si and Ti respectively. It is not difficult to see that the following inequalities hold for both pil(s)
and pir(s).
If (pil(s)) ≤ If (pi(s)) ≤ If (pil(s))+mn.
If (pir(s))−mn ≤ If (pi(s)) ≤ If (pir(s)).
We shall maintain left-compatible and right-compatible permutations of pi(s) to give a good approximation on the
number of feasible inversions of the permutation with the property that the smaller the block size m, the finer the
approximation.
We now give an O(n log n) algorithm for the Sum Selection Problem as follows. We assume, for simplicity, that n = 2r
for some integer r and the all the fractions in this algorithm are taken by floor or ceiling functions, as appropriate. We define
sign(s) to be 1 if s is a positive and−1 if s is negative. The algorithmmaintains an interval (sl, sr) containing s∗, anml-block
left-compatible permutation pil(sl) at sl and an mr -block right-compatible permutation pir(sr) at sr such that they satisfy
invariant conditions (I1) and (I2) below. An example of an interval (sl, sr) containing s∗ is shown in Fig. 2.
(I1) If (pil(sl))+mln ≤ If (pi(s∗)) ≤ If (pir(sr))−mrn.
(I2) If (pir(sr))− 2mrn ≤ If (pi(s∗)) ≤ If (pil(sl))+ 2mln.
(I1) ensures that s∗ lies within the interval (sl, sr). This follows from the fact that If (pi(sl)) ≤ If (pil(sl)) + mln ≤
If (pi(s∗)) ≤ If (pir(sr)) − mrn ≤ If (pi(sr)). (I2) is to ensure that the left-compatible and right-compatible permutations
are no finer than needed.
If k < n, then we can solve the sum selection problem by using the algorithm due to Cheng et al. [10]. Let us assume
k ≥ n in the following. To initialize the algorithm, we set ml = kn , sl = −∞, pil(sl) = (vσ(0), vσ(1), . . . , vσ(n), hσ(0),
hσ(1), . . . , hσ(n)), If (pil(sl)) = 0, mr = (n−1)4 − k2n , sr = ∞, pir(sr) = (hσ(0), hσ(1), . . . , hσ(n), vσ(0), vσ(1), . . . , vσ(n)),
If (pir(sr)) = n(n−1)2 and If (pi(s∗)) = k. It is easy to check that this initial condition satisfies (I1) and (I2). We also initialize
the algorithm by setting the predecessor pred(hj) of each hj in the set Qj = {h0, h1, . . . , hj} in O(n log n) time, where
pred(hj) = max{hi|hi < hj, i < j} for each j. To find pred(hj) for each hj, we can maintain a balanced binary tree T (Qj)
dynamically such that we can do predecessor query on the node hj in O(log n) time and then we can insert hj+1 into T (Qj)
to obtain T (Qj+1) in O(log n) time.
Adopting Cole’s technique, we will decide for each new value s generated from the AKS sorting network if (sl, s) or
(s, sr) is thewinning interval, which contains s∗, and maintain the invariant conditions (I1) and (I2) for the winning interval.
To do so, we need the following four subroutines, each taking O(n) time. The left reblocking subroutine constructs an ml-
block left-compatible permutation pil(s) at s for which If (pil(s)) − If (pil(sl)) ≤ 2mln holds. As we will show later, when
If (pil(s))− If (pil(sl)) > 2mln, (s, sr) cannot be the winning interval. Similarly the right reblocking subroutine constructs an
mr -block right-compatible permutation pir(s) at s for which If (pir(sr)) − If (pir(s)) ≤ 2mrn holds, and as we will also show
later, when If (pir(sr))−If (pir(s)) > 2mrn, (sl, s) cannot be thewinning interval. The left halving, and right halving subroutines
are used to construct from anml-block left-compatible permutationpil(s) at s an
ml
2 -block left-compatible permutationpil(s),
and from anmr -block right-compatible permutation pil(s) at s an mr2 -block right-compatible pir(s), respectively.
For each new s, we first do left reblocking ml and right reblocking mr at s to construct pil(s) and pir(s) respectively. We
distinguish three cases:
Case 1. If (pil(s))− If (pil(sl)) > 2mln: (sl, s)will be the winning interval.
If the winning interval (sl, s) does not satisfy (I1) and (I2), then we will do the right halving mr21 ,
mr
22
, . . . until mr2t
such that (I1) and (I2) hold for (sl, s).
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Case 2. If (pir(sr))− If (pir(s)) > 2mrn: (s, sr)will be the winning interval.
If the winning interval (s, sr) does not satisfy (I1) and (I2), then we will do the left halving
ml
21
, ml
22
, . . . until ml2t such
that (I1) and (I2) hold for (s, sr).
Case 3. If (pil(s))− If (pil(sl)) ≤ 2mln and If (pir(sr))− If (pir(s)) ≤ 2mrn: We cannot decide the winning interval as yet.
Wewill do the left halving and the right halving alternately ml
21
, mr
21
, ml
22
, mr
22
, . . . until either ml2t or
mr
2t , for some t , such
that either (s, sr) or (sl, s) satisfies both (I1) and (I2). In the former case, (s, sr)will be the winning interval, and in
the latter, (sl, s)will be the winning interval.
Having decided thewinning interval,we candecide the relative ordering of s and s∗. So canwedecide the relative ordering
of relevant si’s and s∗, where swas theweightedmedian of si’s such that sign(s−si) = sign(s∗−s). Then the above procedure
repeats for each subsequent value s.
The algorithm continues tomake approximations untilml < 10 andmr < 10. Ifml < 10 andmr < 10,we have awinning
interval (sl, sr) which contains s∗ and O(n) feasible intersection points. Let k′ be the total number of feasible intersection
points in (−∞, sl] which can be obtained by the counting subroutine in Lemma 1. Then, we can enumerate all feasible
intersection points in the winning interval (sl, sr) in O(n log n + n) = O(n log n) time by the enumerating subroutine in
Lemma 2, and select from those feasible intersection points the (k − k′)th feasible intersection point with sum s∗ by using
any standard selection algorithm in O(n) time.
Lemma 2 ([15], Lemma 1). Given a sequence A of n real numbers a1, a2, . . . , an and two real numbers s`, sr with s` ≤ sr , it
takes O(n) space and O(n log n+ h) time, where h is the output size, to find all segments A(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, among all n(n−1)2
segments such that their sums s(i, j) satisfy s` ≤ s(i, j) ≤ sr .
We now give in more detail about the left reblocking, right reblocking, left halving and right halving subroutines and
analyze their complexities.
We shall present the left reblocking subroutine as an example since the right reblocking subroutine can be done
similarly. The left reblocking subroutine will either construct an ml-block left-compatible permutation pil(s) for which
If (pil(s)) − If (pil(sl)) ≤ 2mln holds or output ‘‘fail’’ otherwise. Given an ml-block left-compatible permutation pil(sl), we
obtain anml-block left-compatible permutation pil(s) at s for some s > sl only if If (pil(s))− If (pil(sl)) ≤ 2mln.
Suppose we have an ml-block S of H at sl, an ml-block T of V at sl, an ml-block left-compatible permutation pil(sl), and
If (pil(sl)). And we also maintain µl(vj(sl)) to be min{hi|hi ∈ St , i < j} for each vj ∈ Tt . We want to find an ml-block left-
compatible permutation pil(s), and If (pil(s)) for some s > sl. Let us process the lines one by one according to the order
v0, h0, v1, h1, . . . , vn, hn to construct pil(s) at s. We will maintain a linked list of stacks, S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sq}, each of which
containing between ml/2 and ml elements of H such that the following property holds: if ha ∈ Si, hb ∈ Sj and i < j, then
ha < hb. For each stack St , we keep two counters: the total number ν(St) of elements in St and the smallest element l(St) in
St processed so far. Initially the firstml/2 elements of H are in S0, ν(S0) = ml/2 and l(S0) = min{h0, h1, . . . , hml/2−1}. The
linked list of stacks S allows us to construct anml-block S of H and anml-block T of V at swhen the subroutine terminates.
We also maintain µl(vj(s)) for each j. Initially µl(vj(s)) is set to be µl(vj(sl)). We also maintain a counter If such that it is
If (pil(s))when the subroutine terminates. Initially If is set to be If (pil(sl)).
While processing vi, we first let Sj be the stack such thatµl(vi(s)) ∈ Sj andwhile vi(s) ≥ l(Sj+1)we then do the following
three steps: we setµl(vi(s)) to be l(Sj+1), set If to be If +ν(Sj) and set j to be j+1, until vi(s) < l(Sj+1). Note that we assume
here Sj+1 is the successor of Sj in the linked list. (See the pseudocode lines 5–8.)
While processing hi, we will insert hi into some stack in the linked list S as follows. If pred(hi) exists, we will insert hi
into St which is the stack such that pred(hi) ∈ St . If pred(hi) does not exist, we will insert hi into S0 and update l(S0) to be
hi. (See the pseudocode lines 9-14.) After inserting hi into some stack Sr , if Sr has ml + 1 elements we will split Sr into Sr ′
and Sr ′′ containing ml/2 and ml/2 + 1 elements respectively, where Sr ′ appears before Sr ′′ in this linked list. To do so, we
compute the median hm in Sr , and lines hr ∈ Sr such that hr < hm are reinserted into the new stack Sr ′ , and the remainder
are reinserted into the new stack Sr ′′ . Note that ν(Sr ′) is reset toml/2, ν(Sr ′′) is reset toml/2+ 1, and the smallest elements
l(Sr ′) and l(Sr ′′) are reset accordingly. (See the pseudocode lines 15–25.)
A detailed description of the left reblocking subroutine is shown in the pseudocode below. The whole procedure can
be done in O(n) time if If (pil(s)) − If (pil(sl)) ≤ 2mln. This can be easily seen by the fact that the total processing time is
proportional to the number of times each vi steps up the stacks, which is O(n), since each time this happens, its rank is
incremented by O(ml), and the difference of the ranks between If (pil(s)) and If (pil(sl)) is at most 2mln. And once we find that
If (pil(s)) − If (pil(sl)) > 2mln, we halt and output ‘‘fail’’. The time taken by a split operation of a stack is also O(ml) and the
number of split operations is bounded by the total number of stacks, which is O( nml ).
Subroutine LeftReblocking(sl,ml, s)
Input: Anml-block left-compatible permutation pil(sl).
Output: Anml-block left-compatible permutation pil(s).
1. for i = 0 to n do µl(vi(s))← µl(vi(sl));
2. If ← If (pil(sl)); g ← 0;
3. insert h0, h1, . . . , hml/2−1 into S0; ν(S0)← ml/2;
l(S0)← min{h0, h1, . . . , hml/2−1}; q← 0; l(Sq+1)←∞;
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4. for i = ml/2 to n do
/* lines 5-8 process vi, line 8 checks If (pil(s))− If (pil(sl)) > 2mln */
5. let Sj be the stack such that µl(vi(s)) ∈ Sj;
6. while vi(s) ≥ l(Sj+1)
7. µl(vi(s))← l(Sj+1); If ← If + ν(Sj); g ← g + ν(Sj); j← j+ 1;
8. if g > 2mln then return fail;
/* lines 9-25 process hi */
9. if pred(hi) exists
10. then
11. let St be the stack such that pred(hi) ∈ St ;
12. insert hi into St ; ν(St)← ν(St)+ 1; r ← t;
13. else
14. insert hi into S0; ν(S0)← ν(S0)+ 1; r ← 0; l(S0)← hi;
15. if ν(Sr) == ml + 1 then
16. ν(Sr ′′) = ν(Sr ′)← 0; l(Sr ′′) = l(Sr ′)←∞; q← q+ 1; l(Sq+1)←∞;
17. let hm be the median in Sr ;
18. for each ht ∈ Sr such that ht < hm do
19. insert ht into Sr ′ ; ν(Sr ′)← ν(Sr ′)+ 1;
20. if ht < l(Sr ′) then l(Sr ′)← ht ;
21. for each ht ∈ Sr such that ht ≥ hm do
22. insert ht into Sr ′′ ; ν(Sr ′′)← ν(Sr ′′)+ 1;
23. if ht < l(Sr ′′) then l(Sr ′′)← ht ;
/* lines 24-25 can be implemented by linked list in constant time */
24. renumber Sr+1, Sr+2, . . . , Sq−1 to be Sr+2, Sr+3, . . . , Sq;
25. renumber Sr ′ , Sr ′′ to be Sr , Sr+1;
/* lines 26-31 constructml-block left-compatible permutation pil(s), If (pil(s)),ml-block S of H at s,ml-block T of V at
s */
26. for i = 0 to q do
27. Si ← null; Ti ← null;
28. for each vj such that µl(vj(s)) ∈ Si do insert vj into list Ti;
29. for each element hj in Si do insert hj into list Si;
30. Concatenate the list T0, S0, T1, S1, . . . , Tq, Sq to obtain pil(s);
31. If (pil(s))← If ; S ← {S0, S1, . . . , Sq}; T ← {T0, T1, . . . , Tq};
32. return pil(s);
Thus we have the following.
Lemma 3 (Reblocking). Given an m-block left-compatible permutation pil(sl) with approximation rank If (pil(sl)), we can
compute in O(n) time an m-block left-compatible permutation pil(s) with approximation rank If (pil(s)) for any s > sl for which
If (pil(s))− If (pil(sl)) ≤ cmn for some constant c.
Since the left halving and right halving subroutines are similar, we describe only the left halving subroutine as follows.
Given an ml-block left-compatible permutation pil(s), the left halving subroutine is to find a
ml
2 -block left-compatible
permutation pil(s). As before, suppose we have anml-block S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sq} of H at s, anml-block T = {T0, T1, . . . , Tq} of
V at s, anml-block left-compatible permutation pil(s), If (pil(s)), andmaintainµl(vj(s)) for each j. We want to find a
ml
2 -block
left-compatible permutation pil(s) and If (pil(s)). We will obtain
ml
2 -block left-compatible permutation pil(s) by partitioning
each Si in S into two subsets S
′
i and S
′′
i , S
′
i contains the elements smaller than hmi , S
′′
i contains the elements greater than or
equal to hmi , where hmi is the median of Si.
As before, we process the lines one by one according to the order v0, h0, v1, h1, . . . , vn, hn to construct a
ml
2 -block left-
compatible permutation pil(s) at s. We will maintain a linked list of stacks, S = {S0, S1, . . . , S2q}, each of them containing
between ml/4 and ml/2 elements of H . We will insert the lines hi’s in S
′
j into the stack S2j and the lines hi’s in S
′′
j into the
stack S2j+1. For each stack Sj, we keep two counters: the total number of elements ν(Sj) in Sj, the smallest element l(Sj) in
Sj processed so far.
While processing vi, we first let Tj be the set such that vi ∈ Tj and if vi(s) ≥ hmj(s) and vi(s) ≥ l(S2j+1) then we set If to
be If + ν(S2j) and set µl(vi(s)) to be l(S2j+1). (See the pseudocode lines 7–9.)
While processing hi, we first let Sj be the set such that hi ∈ Sj and if hi < hmj we insert hi into the stack S2j and then update
ν(S2j) and l(S2j) accordingly, otherwise we insert hi into the stack S2j+1 and then update ν(S2j+1) and l(S2j+1) accordingly.
(See the pseudocode lines 10–17.)
A detailed description of the left halving subroutine is shown in the pseudocode below. The entire procedure can be done
in O(n) time since each vi steps up at most one block.
Subroutine LeftHalving(s,ml)
Input: Anml-block left-compatible permutation pil(s).
Output: An ml2 -block left-compatible permutation pil(s).
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1. If ← If (pil(s));
2. for i = 0 to q do
3. find hmi to be the median in set Si;
4. for i = 0 to 2q do
5. ν(Si)← 0; l(Si)← null;
6. for i = 0 to n do
/* lines 7-9 process vi */
7. let Tj be the set such that vi ∈ Tj;
8. if vi(s) ≥ hmj(s) and l(S2j+1) 6= null and vi(s) ≥ l(S2j+1)
9. then µl(vi(s))← l(S2j+1); If ← If + ν(S2j);
/* lines 10-17 process hi */
10. let Sj be the set such that hi ∈ Sj;
11. if hi < hmj
12. then
13. insert hi into S2j; ν(S2j)← ν(S2j)+ 1;
14. if l(S2j) = null or hi < l(S2j) then l(S2j)← hi;
15. else
16. insert hi into S2j+1; ν(S2j+1)← ν(S2j+1)+ 1;
17. if l(S2j+1) = null or hi < l(S2j+1) then l(S2j+1)← hi;
/* lines 18-24 construct ml2 -block left-compatible permutation pil(s), If (pil(s)),
ml
2 -block S of H at s,
ml
2 -block T of V at
s */
18. for i = 0 to 2q do
19. Si ← null; Ti ← null;
20. for each vj such that µl(vj(s)) ∈ Si do insert vj into list Ti;
21. for each element hj in Si do insert hj into list Si;
22. Concatenate the list T0, S0, T1, S1, . . . , T2q, S2q to obtain pil(s);
23. If (pil(s))← If ; S ← {S0, S1, . . . , S2q}; T ← {T0, T1, . . . , T2q};
24. return pil(s);
Thus we have Lemma 4.
Lemma 4 (Halving). Given an m-block left-compatible permutation pil(s) with approximation rank If (pil(s)) for some s, we can
compute in O(n) time an m2 -block left-compatible permutation pil(s) with approximation rank If (pil(s)).
We now explain the algorithm, analyze its complexity. For each new value s from sorting network, we first do left
reblockingml and right reblockingmr at s. If left blocking fails, we have If (pi(s)) > If (pil(s)) > If (pil(sl))+ 2mln > If (s∗). It
implies s > s∗. That is, we can decide (sl, s) is thewinning interval. Ifmr is not small enough such that (sl, s) satisfies (I1) and
(I2), we do right halving at s until both (I1) and (I2) hold. Similarly, if right blocking fails, we have If (pi(s)) < If (pir(s)) <
If (pir(sr))− 2mrn < If (s∗). It implies s < s∗. That is, we can decide (s, sr) is the winning interval. If ml is not small enough
such that (s, sr) satisfies (I1) and (I2), we do left halving at s until both (I1) and (I2) hold. If both left blocking and right
blocking do not fail then we have If (pil(sl))+ 2mln ≥ If (pil(s)) and If (pir(s)) ≥ If (pir(sr))− 2mrn. It means that bothml and
mr are not fine enough to decide the winning interval. We will do left halving and right halving at s alternately
ml
21
, mr
21
, ml
22
,
mr
22
, . . . until ml2t or
mr
2t such that both conditions (I1) and (I2) hold either for (s, sr) or for (sl, s). In the former (s, sr) will be
the winning interval, and in the latter, (sl, s) is the winning interval. After the winning interval is decided, we can answer
the comparison question at s and the relevant si’s of which swas the weighted median such that sign(s− si) = sign(s∗ − s).
Then another new value s, if any, will be generated, and the above procedure repeats.
Since the algorithm will invoke O(1) left blocking and right blocking subroutines at each parallel step to resolve all
comparisons at this step, each taking O(n) time, it totally takes O(n) time at each step. The sorting network has depth
O(log n), each parallel step requires O(n), so the algorithm takes O(n log n) time to do left blocking and right blocking. But
during the execution of the left or right blocking algorithm, since the approximation sometimes is not good enough to
distinguish the relative ordering of s and s∗, we need to refine the approximation until we can decide relative ordering of s
and s∗. The algorithm will at most invoke O(log n) left halving and right halving subroutines, each taking O(n). It turns out
that an amortized O(n log n) extra time is sufficient to refine approximations throughout the entire course of the algorithm.
The correctness of this algorithm follows from the above discussion. Thus, we conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The Sum Selection Problem can be solved in O(n) space and O(n log n) time.
The complete pseudocode of the algorithm follows.
Algorithm Sum Selection Problem.
Input: A set of lines H = {h0, h1, . . . , hn} and V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn} in R2 where hi : y = −si and vj : y = x − sj, and a
positive integer k.
Output: The feasible intersection point pi∗j∗ = (xi∗j∗ , yi∗j∗) such that r(xi∗j∗ , Xf ) = k.
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1. if k < n then return;
2. Sort H and find the permutation σ satisfying hσ(0) ≤ hσ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ hσ(n);
3. ml ← kn ; sl ←−∞; pil(sl)← (vσ(0), vσ(1), . . . , vσ(n), hσ(0), hσ(1), . . . , hσ(n));
If (pil(sl))← 0;
4. mr ← (n−1)4 − k2n ; sr ←∞; pir(sr)← (hσ(0), hσ(1), . . . , hσ(n), vσ(0), vσ(1), . . . , vσ(n));
If (pir(sr))← n(n−1)2 ;
/* pred can be thought of as a global array accessible to all subroutines */
5. for j = 0 to n do pred(hj)← max{hi|hi < hj, i < j};
6. for j = 0 to n do µl(vj(sl))← min{hi|i < j}; µr(vj(sr))← max{hi|i < j};
7. whileml > 10 ormr > 10
8. get next s from AKS network
9. if s is not in (sl, sr)
10. then resolve s and the relevant si’s such that sign(s− si) = sign(s∗ − s);
11. else
12. m′l ← ml; pil(s)← LeftBlocking(s, sl,m′l);
13. m′r ← mr ; pir(s)← RightBlocking(s, sr ,m′r );
14. case 1: LeftBlocking subroutine outputs ‘‘fail’’
15. while (sl, s) does not satisfy (I1), (I2)
16. pir(s)← RightHalving(s,m′r ); m′r ← m
′
r
2 ;
17. case 2: RightBlocking subroutine outputs ‘‘fail’’
18. while (s, sr) does not satisfy (I1), (I2)
19. pil(s)← LeftHalving(s,m′l); m′l ← m
′
l
2 ;
20. case 3: LeftBlocking and RightBlocking do not output ‘‘fail’’
21. while both (sl, s) and (s, sr) do not satisfy (I1), (I2)
22. pil(s)← LeftHalving(s,m′l); m′l ← m
′
l
2 ;
23. pir(s)← RightHalving(s,m′r ); m′r ← m
′
r
2 ;
24. if (s, sr) satisfies (I1) and (I2) then
25. sl ← s; ml ← m′l;
26. resolve s and the relevant si’s such that sign(s− si) = sign(s∗ − s);
27. if (sl, s) satisfies (I1) and (I2) then
28. sr ← s; mr ← m′r ;
29. resolve s and the relevant si’s such that sign(s− si) = sign(s∗ − s);
30. k′ ← total number of feasible points in (−∞, sl] by Lemma 1
31. S ← the set of all feasible points in (sl, sr) by Lemma 2
32. return s∗ ← (k− k′)th element in S by any optimal selection algorithm
3. Algorithm for k Maximum Sums Problem
After obtaining the algorithm for the Sum Selection Problem, we can use it to obtain the algorithm for kMaximum Sums
Problem directly. We have the following result.
Theorem 2. The k Maximum Sums Problem can be solved in O(n) space and O(n log n+ k) time.
Proof. Let ` = n(n−1)2 − k+ 1. We can run the algorithm of the Sum Selection Problem to obtain the `th smallest segment
sum s` in O(n log n) time and then we can enumerate the k largest sum segments by the enumerating subroutine Lemma 2
in the interval [s`,∞) in O(n log n+ k) time. 
4. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a deterministic algorithm for the Sum Selection Problem that runs in O(n log n) time.
We then use it to give a more efficient algorithm for the k Maximum Sums Problem that runs in O(n log n + k) time. It is
better than the previously best known result for the problem, but whether or not one can prove anΩ(n log n) lower bound
for the Sum Selection Problem is of great interest.
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